**2012 Editorial Topics**

**EMPHASIS AND SPECIAL TOPICS IN PRINT**

- **2012 Coatings Supplier Handbook**
  - Fifth Annual Corporate Profile Edition

- **Additional Marketing Opportunities**
  - Corporate Profile to match your ad size.
  - To be mailed to key coatings decision makers and distributed at many of the shows and conferences in 2012.

**SHOWS AND CONFERENCES**

- **SSPC 2012**
  - Jan. 30-Feb. 2, Tampa

See our online calendar at [www.pcimag.com](http://www.pcimag.com) for a more complete listing of 2012 events.
Industry Magazine Subscriptions*
Which of the following coatings industry magazines do you receive personally addressed to you? (Multiple responses allowed)

- PCI
- Coatings World
- Coatings Tech
- Other
- Don’t receive any industry-related magazines

Most Useful Industry Magazine*
Which one magazine is most useful to you in your coatings industry work?

- PCI
- Coatings World
- Coatings Tech
- Other

Most Useful Industry Website*
Which one website is most useful to you in your coatings industry work?

- PCI
- Coatings World
- Coatings Tech
- Other

Company Profiles are marketing services for 1/2-page or larger advertisers.

*PCI 2011 Reader Preference/Profile Study. This independent study was conducted among subscribers of PCI Magazine.

Call your sales rep for a customized media package
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